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\textbf{Background.} In a pandemic situation, the search for psychological resources for successful self-organization of life under the changing conditions becomes an urgent issue. Revealing the role of a person's conscious activity to achieve such self-organization during the lockdown period is the goal of this study.

\textbf{Objective.} Our main task was to monitor self-assessments of life self-organization in different age groups. Another was to evaluate the extent to which conscious self-regulation contributes to the success of self-organization, to overcoming its difficulties, and to accepting the uncertainty of the future.

\textbf{Design.} The data were obtained online on the Testograf platform (www.testograf.ru), which was provided by the all-Russian research project “Exploring at home!” (www.issleduemdoma.ru), a study which ran from late April to early June 2020. The sample was comprised of 1634 people, ages 18-60, from 69 regions of Russia. The methods were “Morosanova’s Self-regulation Profile Questionnaire — SRPQM 2020” and the authors’ \textit{ad hoc} questionnaire “Self-organization of life during a lockdown.”

\textbf{Results.} The majority of respondents assessed their level of self-organization as medium (67.6\%) and high (17.3\%). The general level of self-regulation was associated with successful self-organization in all age groups. Regression analysis revealed that being able to cope with and accept uncertainty depended primarily on flexibility, persistence, planning goals, and modeling conditions. Overcoming the difficulties of self-organization depended on the same indicators, with additional contributions of reliability and programming of actions. Students demonstrated significantly lower levels of self-regulation than older people; as a result, young people experienced more difficulties in organizing their lives under self-isolation conditions.

\textbf{Conclusion.} The higher the level of conscious self-regulation, the more productive a person is when self-organizing his/her behavior in case of a lockdown. The difficulties of self-organization, in turn, are associated with a low level of regulatory resources.
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Introduction

The pandemic situation in which the world has found itself in 2020 is unprecedented in its scale and power of influence on all domains of human life (Brooks et al., 2020; Usher, Durkin, & Bhullar, 2020). In these crisis conditions, medical resources are of primary importance for saving lives. At the same time, a heavy demand for psychological resources has emerged, as required for preventing problems, enhancing immunity, and facilitating people’s rehabilitation from the disease. The lack of psychological resources is among the main causes of suffering from the deaths of close associates, job loss, restrictions on people’s mobility, complications of family relationships linked to isolation, and the uncertainty and fear for the future (Guterres, 2020). In this situation, a person’s ability to consciously self-regulate requires additional research. In the broadest sense, self-regulation is an important human capability, one that contributes to success and well-being in a broad variety of spheres (Baumeister & Alquist, 2009).

We consider conscious self-regulation from the standpoint of V. Morosanova. She defines it as the human ability to consciously set goals and manage their achievement by means of functional regulatory-cognitive processes (i.e., goal planning, modeling of significant conditions, programming of actions, and results evaluation), and instrumental regulatory-personal features (i.e., flexibility, independence, and reliability) (Morosanova, 2010). Through applying these regulatory resources, a person coordinates his/her other psychological resources to advance and achieve the goals of his/her activity (Morosanova, 2014).

A person’s general ability for self-regulation determines the success of his/her behavior, especially in the case of significant changes in living conditions, the emergence of new tasks, and the need to master unfamiliar or unusual types of activity (Konopkin, 2011; Morosanova & Bondarenko, 2016). The current period of the COVID-19 pandemic represents just such a significant change, and is characterized by a significant increase in the level of uncertainty in all areas of life, including work, leisure, food, and sports (Stankovska, Memedi, & Dimitrovski, 2020; Wang, Di, Ye, & Wei, 2020).

The crisis conditions of the pandemic and the introduction of quarantine restrictions have dramatically changed people’s educational and work environment. In all areas of education and professional training, the emphasis has had to shift to remote digital technologies, which drastically change and, in essence, narrow the scope of personal interaction in educational practice. According to researchers, 25% to 28% of students under these conditions show an increased level of worry and anxiety, which in turn reduces their productivity (Cao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). It is quite natural that the burden on conscious self-regulation is increasing. Its resource value for education, professional self-determination, and in general, for work and life in a situation of global risks and large-scale changes of the human existence, is difficult to overestimate.

It can be assumed that conscious self-regulation makes a significant contribution to the self-organization of life under the new conditions of the coronavirus pandemic.

Self-organization was previously often considered with regard to various aspects of educational activity: the formation of skills of rational behavior in the edu-
cational process; organization of independent work for students; formation and improvement of self-learning activities; self-development; and personality self-realization (e.g., Ishkov, 2016; Kostromina, 2010). The concept of “self-organization” is also conceptually related to the phenomena of time structuring (Sobolkwapiska et al., 2018), time management (Oettingen, Kappes, Guttenberg, & Gollwitzer, 2015), procrastination (Steel, 2007; Van Eerde & Klingsieck, 2018), and time control (Bond & Feather, 1988).

In our opinion, the success of self-organization during a lockdown period is primarily manifested in making lifestyle changes based on accepting the need for quarantine measures during the pandemic spread. In this regard, we hypothesize that conscious self-regulation can predict success in life self-organization under the changing conditions, and in overcoming the difficulties associated with uncertainty of the future.

This empirical study was carried out during the quarantine period in order to find answers to the following relevant questions:

1. Is there a relationship between a person’s conscious self-regulation and his/her self-organization under conditions of imposed isolation?
2. Which components of conscious self-regulation are associated with effective self-organization, overcoming the difficulties of self-isolation, and coping with the uncertainty of the future?
3. Are there any age differences in the components of conscious self-regulation and indicators of a person’s self-organizations during a lockdown?

Methods

Participants
The study participants were recruited among the visitors to the website www.issleduemdoma.ru. They were invited to fill out the questionnaires in exchange for feedback. The study involved 1634 people (1386 female, 84.8%), ages 18 to 60 (M = 30.17, SD = 11.83). The sample came from 69 subjects (political divisions) of the Russian Federation. Online informed consent was obtained from the participants for processing their personal data strictly for scientific research purposes. Data quality assurance included removing outliers through the boxplot function.

Procedure
The survey was conducted from late April to early June 2020, starting three weeks after the introduction of the quarantine measures and self-isolation regime in the Russian Federation. The study was organized by means of the Russian service for online surveys Testograf (www.testograf.ru) as part of the all-Russian scientific project “Explore at home!” (www.issleduemdoma.ru).

Questionnaires
1. The 28-item Morosanova’s Self-Regulation Profile Questionnaire (SRPQM), modified release of 2020, is designed to assess the general ability for conscious self-regulation and its components, which are consistently manifested in various types of
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The questionnaire includes seven scales: four of them assess regulatory-cognitive processes (goal planning; modeling of significant conditions; programming of actions; and results evaluation) and three of them evaluate regulatory-personal features (flexibility; reliability; and insistency). The questionnaire also contains the cumulative indicator of the seven scales, and make up the general level of self-regulation. Participants responded to each item on a 5-point Likert scale, which ranged from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree,” so that the total score for each scale ranged from 4 to 20, and for the cumulative scale, from 28 to 140. Cronbach’s alphas for the scales in the present study ranged from 0.60 to 0.83.

The goal planning scale characterizes individual differences in setting the goals of activities (e.g., “I plan my future goals down to the details”). The modeling of significant conditions scale evaluates a person’s understanding of external and internal significant conditions for achieving his/her activity goals (“It is difficult for me to take into account the changing circumstances in time”). The programming of actions scale defines individual characteristics of a person’s conscious construction of his/her action program (“To carry out the work, I need to plan the sequence of my actions”). The results evaluation scale evaluates the adequacy of a subject’s assessment of him or herself, his/her actions, and the results of his/her activities and behavior (“At the end of the day, I summarize what has been done”).

The flexibility scale measures the level of regulatory flexibility as the ability to rebuild, and to adjust the self-regulation system with regard to changing external and internal conditions for activity (“I can easily adapt to new situations”). The reliability scale reflects the stability of conscious self-regulation of a person’s mental and practical activity in complicated, psychologically stressful situations (“It is usually difficult for me to work when I am upset”). The insistency scale allows the diagnosis of perseverance and determination in achieving the goals of activities (“I persist in solving a difficult task”). And the integrative scale (general level of self-regulation) shows the overall level of an individual’s system of behavior self-regulation or, in other words, the regulatory resources of a person for achieving his goals.

2. For the purposes of the present study, the authors designed an ad hoc questionnaire called “Self-organization of life during a lockdown.” The questionnaire consists of 16 points and includes three scales: 1) success in life self-organization; 2) difficulties in life self-organization; and 3) difficulties in accepting uncertainty. The general index of self-organization is calculated by summing up the scores from all three scales. It’s worth noting that when calculating the general index of self-organization, the items included in the scales “difficulties in life self-organization” and “difficulties in accepting uncertainty” are considered as inverse.

Participants were invited to answer a series of questions concerning their self-organization during the lockdown period, using a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). The total score for scale 1 (success in life self-organization) ranged from 8 to 40; for scale 2 (difficulties in life self-organization) and 3 (difficulties in accepting uncertainty), from 4 to 20, and for the “general index of self-organization,” from 16 to 80.

The scale “success in life self-organization” reveals how successfully adults cope with the need to work, study, and communicate remotely under conditions of self-
isolation, and whether they manage to adapt and organize their lives under the new circumstances: i.e., to observe a daily routine, maintain working hours and rest. The scale “difficulties in life self-organization” reflects the emerging concerns and difficulties around the new way of life, including its organization, compliance with lockdown rules, remote work, study, and communication. The scale “difficulties in accepting uncertainty” is related to the acceptability and attitude toward the situation of uncertainty arising from the coronavirus pandemic spreading in the world. The “general index of self-organization” characterizes the overall personal effectiveness of life self-organization under the conditions of a lockdown and global pandemic.

In order to confirm the relevance of the questionnaire structure, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis (analysis of the main components by Varimax rotation method with Kaiser Normalization). From the 16 statements, we have extracted three factors corresponding to the three scales of the questionnaire. Together, the three factors, with a total of 16 items, explained 56.92% of the variance. The first factor, with an eigenvalue of 2.57, explained 28.60% of variance. The second factor, with an eigenvalue of 1.53, explained 16.97% of the variance. And the third factor, with an eigenvalue of 1.02, explained 11.35% of the variance. The three factors underlying the three scales were well-defined, having mostly large loadings. The scales’ internal consistency ranged from 0.67 to 0.81.

Data Analysis

Data analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) (version 26). Pearson’s correlation analyses were conducted to explore the correlations between conscious self-regulation and variables of life self-organization. A one-way ANOVA was used to indicate significant differences in the self-regulation and self-organization variables among the age groups.

The sample was split into three age groups. The first group consisted of subjects ages 18–25 years (827 people, 84% female). Most of them were the students involved in remote educational activities during the lockdown period. The second group included respondents ages 26–40 years (433 people, 84% female). The third group consisted of subjects ages 41–60 years (374 people, 86% female). A linear regression analysis was conducted to investigate how conscious self-regulation related to people’s self-organization during a lockdown.

Results

Table 1 shows the means, standard deviations, and min and max values for self-regulation and self-organization components in our sample. Based on descriptive statistics, we analyzed the percentage of respondents with low, medium, and high levels of the general index of life self-organization during lockdown. The study results show that 15.1% of respondents (N = 246) experienced difficulties in accepting the need to comply with lockdown rules, and in organizing a new mode of life based on remote work/study and communication. Sixty-seven, six tenths percent (67.6%) of respondents (N = 1104) had an average level of efficiency in their life self-organization during the lockdown. High individual effectiveness in organizing one’s life in this situation was observed in 17.3% (N = 284).
A correlation analysis was carried out to identify significant relationships between self-regulation components and the special demands of life self-organization during lockdown (see Table 2).

Table 2
Results of the correlation analysis between variables of self-regulation and self-organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-regulation</th>
<th>Success in life self-organization</th>
<th>Difficulties in life self-organization</th>
<th>Difficulties in accepting uncertainty</th>
<th>General index of self-organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal planning</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
<td>-0.13**</td>
<td>-0.20**</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming of actions</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>-0.06*</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling of significant conditions</td>
<td>0.24**</td>
<td>-0.23**</td>
<td>-0.26**</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results evaluation</td>
<td>0.20**</td>
<td>-0.07**</td>
<td>-0.11**</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>0.39**</td>
<td>-0.20**</td>
<td>-0.29**</td>
<td>0.39**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>-0.22**</td>
<td>-0.28**</td>
<td>0.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insistency</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>-0.09**</td>
<td>-0.08**</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General level of self-regulation</td>
<td>0.40**</td>
<td>-0.24**</td>
<td>-0.29**</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01.
The results indicated a large number of statistically significant correlations. Positive relationships were recorded between the regulatory components, scale of success in life self-organization and the general index of self-organization. That is, the higher the level of self-regulation, the easier a person could change his/her lifestyle and organize his/her behavior (activity) during a lockdown period. Negative correlations were obtained with respect to the scales reflecting the difficulties of self-organization and acceptance of uncertainty. This result indicates that people with a reduced level of conscious self-regulation are more likely to experience various difficulties in self-organization under the changed conditions. It is more difficult for them to observe the lockdown rules, maintain optimal productivity levels in educational and professional activities, and adapt to the situation of uncertainty.

A regression analysis made it possible to examine the specifics of regulatory predictors of people’s self-organization during a lockdown. Four regression models were analyzed for all manifestations of self-organization, including the general index. Seven self-regulation components served as the independent variables. The dependent variables were indicators of self-organization. The tolerance and VIF (Variance Inflation Factor) were acceptable for all variables (1.18-1.50); therefore the regression models are acceptable for further interpretation. Table 3 shows the final regression models that include only significant predictors (see Table 3).

Table 3

Results of the regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>F/df</th>
<th>Significant predictor</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success in life self-organization</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>63.81(7), 1626</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insistency</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Results evaluation</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in life self-organization</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>25.29(7), 1626</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>–0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>–0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>–0.13</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insistency</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accepting uncertainty</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>45.92(7), 1626</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>–0.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>–0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal planning</td>
<td>–0.13</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>–0.12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insistency</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General index of self-organization</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>71.48(7), 1626</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>–0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal planning</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It should be noted that composition of the regulatory predictors differed for various indicators of self-organization. At the same time, regulatory flexibility turned out to be significant for all indicators of self-organization. This regulatory-personal characteristic was associated with the ability to quickly restructure one’s behavior and activities under changing external and internal conditions, which, of course, is essential during a lockdown period. A reduced level of this ability, apparently, leads to difficulties in self-organization and performance in situations of uncertainty.

The regulatory-personal characteristic of reliability also acted as a significant predictor of the ability to self-organize. This feature characterizes the stability of the self-regulation system in psychologically stressful situations. A high level of reliability indicates that a person is able to effectively organize his activities, while maintaining its optimal results, despite obvious situational difficulties.

Interesting results were identified for the regulatory-personal characteristic of insistency, which reflects persistence in achieving goals. This is the only regulatory component positively associated with difficulties in self-organization and accepting uncertainty. Apparently, for persistent and determined people, the lockdown situation turned out to be a serious obstacle for achieving their goals. Limited opportunities and a sense of impotence led to aggravation of the perception of uncertainty and awareness of the complexity of the situation.

The regulatory-cognitive components also proved to be significant predictors of self-organization. Conscious programming of actions and evaluation of their results were significant predictors of success in life self-organization during the lockdown time. Apparently, reflection on their actions and their results in the new conditions allowed people to quickly adapt and adjust their behavior, redistributing their capabilities. Programming of actions under conditions of a lockdown is also a valuable resource, since the lack of clear time limits in the remote mode of learning and working activities can cause the illusion of expandable deadlines. People with a high level of programming their actions more successfully organized themselves to effectively perform their duties on schedule in a lockdown situation.

Yet another significant predictor for the general index of self-organization was the goal planning process. This process has significance in building an entire system of conscious self-regulation of activity, which, as a whole, contributes to the effective organization of a person’s new lifestyle.

Our study revealed that the difficulties of self-organization were associated with the insufficiently developed capabilities for modeling and programming processes. Difficulties in accepting uncertainty were higher in people with the reduced cognitive-regulatory processes of modeling and planning.

Thus, the regression analysis made it possible to identify the specific regulatory resources that are significant for self-organization of life during a lockdown period. The foremost resources were the regulatory-personal features of flexibility and reliability. High levels of the cognitive-regulatory processes of planning, modeling, programming, and results evaluation also contributed to productive self-organization.

At the next stage of the data analysis, we identified the age-related differences in the manifestations of self-regulation and self-organization. Analysis of the frequency of occurrence of high, low, and medium levels of self-organization efficiency (according to the general index of life self-organization) within different age
groups revealed that among the young people (the first group), the percentage of respondents with a low general index of self-organization was higher (18%) than in the two other groups (12% in each group). Table 4 shows the results of the variance analysis by ANOVA.

Table 4

Means and standard deviations in different age groups for variables of self-regulation and self-organization and comparisons for observed means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Age groups</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>F/df</th>
<th>Sign. diff. between groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 1 18–25 (N=827)</td>
<td>Group 2 26–40 (N=433)</td>
<td>Group 3 41–60 (N=374)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal planning</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>12.47</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results evaluation</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insistency</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>14.60</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General level of self-regulation</td>
<td>87.34</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>91.88</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>90.42</td>
<td>13.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success in life self-organization</td>
<td>24.46</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>25.19</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>25.64</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in life self-organization</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>11.28</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>3.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties in accepting uncertainty</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General index of self-organization</td>
<td>47.76</td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>49.91</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>49.87</td>
<td>10.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pairwise comparisons were used to indicate differences between the three groups (Bonferroni post hoc testing). The results demonstrated that indices of conscious self-regulation and the general index of self-organization under self-isolation conditions were significantly lower in the first age group. Significant differences were obtained between this group and groups 2 and 3 for the variables of programming, reliability, insistency, general level of self-regulation, and all the indicators of self-organization. The results demonstrated that resources of conscious self-regulation and the general index of self-organization in a lockdown time are significantly lower in the first age group. Young people experience difficulties in their life self-organization, apparently due to the fact that productive patterns of conscious self-regulation only start to actively form in this age period under the influence of the requirements of educational and professional activities.
The results in the second and third groups are generally similar. Significant differences between them were revealed only in terms of regulatory flexibility. It might be assumed that older people would find it more difficult to rebuild, abandon their usual lifestyle, and adapt to the new conditions, but these difficulties were compensated for by a higher general level of the conscious self-regulation.

Next, we analyzed the specifics of significant regulatory predictors of the general index of self-organization in the three selected age groups. Regression analysis showed some differences, both in the composition of predictors and in the percentage of variance explained. In the first group, significant predictors were planning ($\beta = 0.08$, $p < .05$), modeling ($\beta = 0.10$, $p < .01$), flexibility ($\beta = 0.39$, $p < .001$), and reliability ($\beta = 0.15$, $p < .001$). In the second group, they were modeling ($\beta = 0.16$, $p < .01$), flexibility ($\beta = 0.23$, $p < .001$), and reliability ($\beta = 0.14$, $p < .01$). In the third group they were flexibility ($\beta = 0.27$, $p < .001$), reliability ($\beta = 0.14$, $p < .01$), and insistency ($\beta = 0.13$, $p < .05$). The percentage of explained variance R2 is greatest for the first group — 0.27.

These results indicate the importance of self-regulation for for youth being able to self-organize their lives. For older people, who, as a rule, have had some professional experience, self-organization is provided to a certain extent by the automated regulatory skills. Our results emphasize the importance of development and self-development of conscious self-regulation for effective self-organization under lockdown conditions.

**Discussion**

The pandemic situation has led to significant changes in the mode of implementing professional and educational activities. People's perception of discrepancies and the inadequacy of the new requirements triggers the processes of conscious self-regulation of human activities (Kooij, 2020). For most people, remote work and education have turned out to be a new form of life. It has previously been shown that long-term remote work in online environment can significantly reduce employees' self-esteem and self-confidence due to an emerging sense of professional and social isolation (Golden, Veiga, & Dino, 2008). At the same time, the present study showed that a significant percentage of Russian respondents (85%) assessed their self-organization as successful, which, however, does not exclude having difficulties.

Among the main problems with remote work/education, as indicated by Jaiswal and Arun, are, first of all, violations of schedule, then an increase/decrease of work time, and thus the inability to find a balance between work (or school) and family (personal) affairs. All this inevitably affects the level of productivity (Jaiswal & Arun, 2020).

In the model developed in this study, in addition to the indicator of “difficulties of self-organization,” we also included indicators of “difficulties of accepting uncertainty” and “success of self-organization,” which made our analysis more specific and comprehensive.

The study results allowed us to uncover the significant contribution of the capability for conscious self-regulation in people's life self-organization under condi-
tions of imposed self-isolation. Our data are consistent with the previous studies which demonstrated that people with a high general level of conscious self-regulation are most successful in atypical and new situations (Konopkin, 2004; Morosanova, 2014). It is worth pointing out that high self-regulation is more pronounced when performing atypical and new tasks (Morosanova & Bondarenko, 2016) and serves as a significant resource for overcoming difficult life situations (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997) and acute stress (Morosanova, Kondratyuk, Gaidamashko, & Vovtikova, 2018).

Previously, in a sample of people in high-risk professions, we have shown that regulatory flexibility, modeling, and reliability serve as special predictors of the ability to cope with stress in emergencies (Morosanova, Kondratyuk, & Gaidamashko, 2020; Morosanova et al, 2018). The present study results are consistent with those results: flexibility and reliability, as well as modeling and goal planning, turned out to be the foremost predictors of the general self-organization index in the situation of imposed isolation. These findings also contribute to Smith and her colleagues’ conclusion that inflexibility and intolerance of uncertainty, combined with high levels of social isolation, lead to increasing depression and, in particular, anxiety (Smith, Gavey, Riddell, Kontari, & Victor, 2020).

Psychological flexibility and the ability to stay in the present moment and participate in the value-oriented activities, even in the presence of negative emotions in a pandemic situation, turned out to be a positive factor. It has been shown that components such as behavioral awareness and openness to new experiences were associated with lower levels of distress (Kroska, Roche, Adamowicz, & Stegall, 2020). A study conducted on a British sample during the lockdown in May 2020 demonstrated that psychological flexibility explained 5 to 18% of the variance of distress (including that specific to COVID-19) and psychological well-being (Dawson & Golijani-Moghaddam, 2020).

Regulatory-cognitive processes of planning goals, modeling significant conditions, programming actions, and evaluating results also made a positive contribution to self-organization and, as a result, success in task performance. In turn, the difficulties of self-organization were associated with the low level of these regulatory processes, which becomes especially obvious under conditions of imposed self-isolation. New interesting results were obtained concerning the contribution of the regulatory-personal feature of insistency to the success of self-organization. Due to their ambiguity, these results require further research.

Analysis of the age specifics of self-organization and self-regulation carried out on the large sample of the Russian respondents from various territories made it possible to establish that young people (mostly students) experienced more difficulties in organizing their learning activities in remote mode, compared with older participants. Young people were also characterized by lower levels of conscious self-regulation.

In a recent study, Inan, Yukselturk, Kurucay, and Flores (2017) emphasized that self-regulation processes, and primarily planning, are important factors explaining success and subjective satisfaction of students in the process of online learning. Dabbagh and Kitsantas also noted that self-regulation is becoming a critical factor
for success in digital learning, as students must rely more on their self-regulation resources for learning activities (Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2004). Our data confirmed and developed these ideas.

As for older people, our results demonstrated that their more developed system of conscious self-regulation (compared to the young participants), allowed them to organize their activities more productively, despite the fact that, as a rule, these people have to not only regulate their professional activities, but also cope with household and family affairs.

Our findings support previous studies showing that older workers are better at regulating emotions (Scheibe, Spieler, & Kuba, 2016). This, in turn, is necessary for effective adaptation and response to career challenges under pandemic conditions (Restubog, Ocampo, & Wang, 2020). Therefore, in some countries, researchers record a negative relationship between age and stress in self-isolation situations (Losada-Baltar et al., 2020). In addition, it has been shown that older people use various self-regulation strategies aimed at constantly maintaining the necessary level of compliance with the requirements of their environment (Kooij, 2020).

Conclusion
In a pandemic, conscious self-regulation is of particular importance for overcoming uncertainty in all spheres of human activity and for people’s successful life self-organization. From our point of view, self-organization under conditions of self-isolation is characterized by a rational change in lifestyle due to the need to comply with the rules of quarantine measures.

This study demonstrated that the higher the conscious self-regulation level, the more productive a person is in self-organization of his/her behavior in a lockdown period. Analysis of the results identified specific regulatory peculiarities that help coping with the difficulties of self-organization; foremost were regulatory reliability and flexibility. The study results as a whole can become the basis for developing practical recommendations for self-organization of educational and professional activities during a pandemic.

Limitations
The study participants represented various territories of the Russian Federation which implemented different restrictive modes during the COVID-19 pandemic, based on local morbidity levels. We plan in the future to consider the contribution of the residence region factor in the identified patterns. For future research, it also seems relevant to consider the personality determinants in the self-regulation and self-organization of people who have to work and study distantly in the lockdown conditions. These features may explain the existence of patterns of increased vs. reduced productivity in remote mode among different people.

We found no gender differences in self-regulation and self-organization. Note that this result is not unexpected, given that the universal structure of conscious self-regulation does not imply any gender-based differences, since its development is determined primarily by personality characteristics. It is likely that this conclu-
sion is also true in relation to the self-organization phenomenon, but this aspect has yet to be investigated.

It seems promising that we have already begun research into the role of self-regulation resources and actual self-organization in the prevention of negative stressful conditions during a pandemic. The pandemic situation increases stress and leads to negative emotional reactions, which, in turn, reduce immunity and lead to an increase in morbidity (Bulgakova, 2011; Vetlugina et al., 2012). Thus it would seem that conscious self-regulation can serve as a psychological resource for stabilizing and enhancing immunity, since a high level of self-regulation, according to our data, impedes the development of acute stress reactions and negative emotional states in emergency situations (Morosanova, 2010; Morosanova et al., 2018). Verification of this assumption requires organization of special interdisciplinary research in the future.
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